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A fe
eeling ffor the (light)
(
wave
w
A team
m at the La
aboratory for
f Attoseccond Physiics has des
signed andd built a sim
mplified
d
detector fo
or the meas
surement o
of the wav
veforms of pulsed
p
laseer radiation
n.
A team in
n the Lab
boratory fo
or Attosec ond Physics (LAP) at the Maax-Planck-Institute of
o
Quantum Optics has taken an
nother step
p toward the achieve
ement of ccomplete control
c
ove
er
the wavefform of pulsed
p
lase
er light. T
Together with
w
collea
agues bassed at LM
MU and the
e
Technisch
he Universität Münch
hen (TUM), they have
e constructted a detecctor which provides a
detailed p
picture of the
t
wavefo
orms of las
ser pulses that last for
f a few ffemtoseconds (1 fs =
10-15 seco
onds). Unliike conven
ntional gas
s-phase de
etectors, th
his one iss made of glass, and
d
measures
s the flow of electric
c current b
between tw
wo electrod
des that iss generated
d when the
e
electroma
agnetic field
d associate
ed with the
e laser puls
se impinge
es on the g lass. The researchers
r
s
can then deduce th
he precise waveform
m of the pulse
p
from the propeerties of th
he induced
d
current. K
Knowledge
e of the exact wave
eform of the femtos
second pu lse in turn
n makes it
i
possible tto reprodu
ucibly gene
erate light flashes that are a th
housand tim
mes shorte
er – lasting
g
only for atttoseconds
s (1 as = 10-18 sec) – and can be used to study
s
ultraafast proce
esses at the
e
molecularr and atom
mic levels (Nature
(
Ph
hotonics, DOI:10.1038
D
8/nphoton. 2013.348, 12 January
ry
2014).
ode-locked lasers are capable of producing extremely
e
brief light flasshes that la
ast for only a
Modern mo
few femtosseconds (1 fs is one-m
millionth of a billionth of
o a second). With duraations of as
s little as 2.5
fs, such pu
ulses corresspond very few oscilla
ations of the
e electroma
agnetic fieldd, indeed to
o only 1 to 2
complete ccycles, whicch are how
wever prece ded and followed by waves
w
of loower amplitu
ude that are
e
rapidly atte
enuated. In laser physics it is ofte
en importan
nt to know more
m
about the precise
e form of the
e
high-amplitude oscilla
ations, because this ttells one th
he shape of
o the elect
ctromagnetic
c fields and
d
allows them
m to be utilized in an optimal
o
man
nner to prob
be ultrashorrt processess that occurr at the leve
el
of molecule
es and atom
ms.
A team led
d by Prof. Ferenc Krausz and incl uding his doctoral stud
dent Tim Paaasch-Colbe
erg has now
w
developed a glass-ba
ased detec
ctor that allo
ows one to
o accurately
y determinee the form of the ligh
ht
waves thatt make up an
a individua
al femtoseccond pulse. In the courrse of experriments perrformed ove
er
the past se
everal yearrs, physicistts in the grroup have learned thatt when pulssed high-intensity lase
er
light imping
ges on glasss, it induce
es measura ble amountts of electric
c current in the materia
al (Nature, 3
January 20
013). Kraussz and his colleagues
c
have now found
f
that the
t directio n of flow off the curren
nt
generated by an incid
dent femtosecond pulsse is sensitiv
vely depend
dent on thee exact form
m of its wave
e
packet.
e the new glass dettector, the researchers coupledd their sys
stem with a
In order tto calibrate
convention
nal instrume
ent used to measure w
waveforms of
o light. Since the enerrgy associa
ated with the
e
laser pulse
e is sufficient to liberatte bound e lectrons fro
om atoms of
o a noble ggas such as
s xenon, the
e
“classical” detector measures the
e currents ccaused by the
t motions
s of these frree electron
ns. But there
is a catch – the meassurements must
m
be don
ne in a high
h vacuum. By
B comparinng the curre
ents induced
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in the new solid-state detector with the data obtained using the conventional apparatus, the team
was able to characterize the performance of their new glass-based set-up, so that it can now be
used as a reliable phase detector for few-cycle femtosecond laser pulses. The new instrument
enormously simplifies measurements in the domain of ultrafast physical processes, because one
can dispense with the use of cumbersome vacuum chambers. Moreover, in its practical application
the technique is much more straightforward than the methods available for the mapping of
waveforms hitherto.
If the precise waveform of the femtosecond laser pulse is known, it becomes possible to
reproducibly generate stable trains of ultrashort attosecond light flashes, each one a thousand times
shorter than the pulse used to induce them. The composition of the attosecond flashes is in turn
highly dependent on the exact shape of the femtosecond pulses. Attosecond flashes can be used to
“photograph” the motions of electrons in atoms or molecules. In order to obtain high-resolution
images, the length of the flashes must be tuned to take account of the material one wants to
investigate.
Highly sensitive and reliable measurements of physical processes at the level of the microcosmos
with the aid of single attosecond light flashes of known shape should become easier to perform
because, thanks to the new glass-based phase detector, the source of the energy to drive them –
the waveform of the laser pulses – can now be controlled much more easily than before.
Thorsten Naeser

Figure 1: A mode-locked laser at the Max-Planck-Institute of Quantum Optics emits flashes of light

that last for a few femtoseconds. A new glass-based phase detector now enables simpler and more
precise control of their waveforms. (Graphic: Thorsten Naeser)
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